
STAF*F-APPLI CANT MEETING 

ON INDIAN POINT 2 

A meeting with the applicant on Indian Point 2 was held at 1717 II Street, 
Washington, D. C.. on May 5,: 1970. A list of attendees isatced Th 
purpose of the meeting was to discuss unresolved issues on electrical and 
instrumentation matters.  

Westinghouse presented the results of their mechanistic analysis for 
failure in the Indian Point 2 Engineered Safety F.1eature (ESF) manual 
actuation panel. A copy of-.an informal submittal on this study had 
previously been made available to DMI on April 29, 1970. In this study 
Westinghouse looked at the potential for damage which could be perpetrated' 
in the panel in what is consi 'dered to be a realistic or d mechanistic way 
due to the use of small tools while working on the panel. They also 
looked,' at the possibility for self-generated fires by conducting experiments 
using high currents in wire typical of that used in the panel.: 

As a result of this study'Westinghouse has proposed the addition of 
protective devices, mostly'metal covers, to protect switches and thermal 
junctions from interactions and local damage. Their test with high 
currents in wires indicated that the wires would fuse without generat
ing fires. Westinghouse indicated that they felt there was. essentially 
no history of fire generation in control type wiring. They distinguished.  
between control circuit wiring and power circuit wiring, for which they 
feel there is a potential fire hazard.* In these Westinghouse tests a 
strong odor of burning isulation was always present prior to eventual 
failure by fusing of the wire. Essentially the report of this additional 
work solidifies the Westinghouse position that a mechanistic approach to 
failure in the engineered safety feature manual'actuation panel does not 
lead one to believe that there would be any potential difficulty with the 
Indian'Point 2 panel.  

Voss Moore commented to the effect, that the study. did not' look at any possible 
use of physical separation and that no analysis had been performed to show 
that failure in a local area would not obviate-a vital function. It was 
our understanding as of the last meeting 'that a review of the panel would 
be made to indicate what limited amount of physical separation had been 
built into the panel. William Cahill of Con Ed agreed that that under
standing had been reached at the last meeting but that there isnessentially 
no inherent capability in the present design as installed for any physical 
separation, even for vital circuits, without requiring major rework. Olan 
Parr asked that why, in the case of the Point Beach panel where similar' 
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difficulties were encountered, a number of revisiona were promptly initiated 

resulting in. good separation within the panel. Westinghouse stated that the 

Point Beach panel tyas designed initially with the capability for complete 

separation including separate terminal blocks with cable entry into segregated 

areas. After the review at-the Paint Beach site by Olan Parr, they realized 

that the wiring -at the Point Beach panel had been performed incorrectly, and 

* it was revised to achieve complete separation As this had been committed to 

in, the PSAR on Unit. 2.  

As the results of the study-had not met with any satisfaction from the DRL 

staff, the applicant immediately expressed concern about resolution of the 

problem. -lie therefore requested again someguidance as to how our concerns 

could be eliminated. Voss 'Moore responded with a suggestion for rearrange

ment of the panel so that it could take local damage with all circui *ts in 

a local area disabled. Hie defined a local area as approximately one squhre 

foot. le also suggested that isolation of this panel from-the autoPiatic 

circuitry as previously suggested by the applicant should also be considered.  

At this time 'the applicant requested time for a caucus 'With Westinghouse.  

After resumption of the meeting,, the applicant proposed a rewiring of-the 

manual actuation panel based on using separate junction boxes below the 

control room which would have separate leads to the cable trays leading 

into the cable distribution room. The..separate lines from Channels A.' '.  

and C corresponding to junction boxes A, B, -and C would lead, through separate 

holes in the control room floor to the various-locations in the panel.  

Separation of the wires in the panel would be maintained up to the point 

of the ganged switches. The ganged switches which are used during transfer 

from -the injection phase follcwing a loss-of-coolant accident to the re

circulation phase are a unique feature, of the Indian Point Plant w hich have 

-been installed- to expedite this transfer. The transfer is somewhat more 

difficult for Indian Point 2 since there is a capability for internal and 

external recirculation.* These -eight ganged switches were installed in 

response to an ACRS concern at the cor~truction permit stage with regard 

*to demands on the operator during this transfer. The applicant has since 

reviewed the operations required and the time available to the operator 

to perform the transfer, lie has conclu 'ded that the operattor could probably 

perform the individual functions that halve been grouped for the ganged 

switches in a reasonable period of time. The fact remains however, that 

the switches as presently conceived do facilitate this operation.  

Although 'the switches are reportedly of high quality, they remain as a 

common po int in the panel wiring. *Therefore, failure of the switch could 

negate the action of the engineered safety features on that.,particular 
switch.
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We suggested that th(E .app li cant consider removing these eight gan ge d switches 
as a part of their proposal for rewiring the panel to include separation.  
Since-an ACRS discussion led to the initial in tallation of the eight ganged 
switches, we suggested that it would be appropriate to make such a proposal 
for joint consideration by the ACRS subcommittee and the staff at the ACRS 
subcommittee meeting scheduled 'fo r the I ndian Point 2 site on May 11.  
In addition, we stated that we would inform the DRL management of our 
difficulties in resolving this item with the applicant and :that management 
would be brought fully' up to date regarding the difficulties in this area.  

With respect to operation of the plant on less than four loops, we stated 
our position as concurred with by the ACRS in connection with the Robinson 
review. This position is that unless it can be showqn that no design limits 
are exceeded or that trip points will be reliably reset by automatic action, 
power operation with less than three loops in service would be prohibited.  
The applicant indicated that the tri p points that would he required to be 
reset would be the 'over-tempe rat ure d T trip points as measured in each of 
the three remaining operating loops. The applicant was somewhat dismayed 
by this position. Wetinghouse feeiTh that they were not given an-opportunity 
to present their side of the argument to the Committee on the Robinson case.  
They may cho ose to take this item to the ACRS on Indian Point 2.  

The applicant has proposed sen'sing low voltage to initiate starting of the 
diesels at the 6.9 kilovolt bunes 5 and 6. H1is position is that the loss 
of offiste power would be reflected in a lose of power at- these buses.  
However, with this proposed design'it is possible tolose voltage to the 

* 480-Volt emergency buses without it being detected. This could-occur as 
the result of opening of circuit breakers, transformer failures, or cable 
problems. After further discussion', the applicant agreed to revise his, 
d esign, so that sensing would be accom-lished on the -480-volt bus. He was 
requested to document this change.  

During our review of the engineered safety feature actuation circuits, it 
was determined that if the containment spray s ysten had not been used prior 
to transferring to the recirculated mode,. the circuits as presently con
stituted would preclude manual actuation after-the transfer. This condition 
was pointed out to the applicant. He agreed to revise the circuits to 
meet our objection and will also document the change.  

We indicated to 'the. applicant that pending any decisions regarding tornado.  
protection for the plant as a whole we would-not require any'additional 
protection for the diesel generators.
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